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Imagine a childhood moment when you were told to shut up. Per-
haps the command was delivered forcefully by a teacher or family 

member. It could have been triggered by your creative play or an 
attempt to express strong emotions. Most of us will recall some-
thing of the kind. I remember being struck with a missile hurled by 
a particularly sadistic head-teacher who objected to my laughing and 
joking instead of queuing silently to enter class after a play break. 
The experience left me more with a temporary sense of injustice 
and a sore left ear than any lasting damage to my self-expression. 
Yet it took decades for me to find the courage to challenge author-
ity, at least not without first apologising profusely for standing up for 
my rights.

In our more enlightened times, my slaphappy primary teacher 
would no doubt be imprisoned for common assault and I would 
receive months of trauma counselling. There is, however, no want 
of verbal violence of the dictatorial, thou-shalt-not-speak variety in 
evidence today. The phenomenon has become a potent substitute 
for corporal punishment. It stands alongside more subtle social con-
ventions for closing people’s voices, for limiting the grounds for 
self-expression to bars and clubs, and suspecting anyone who 
unlocks their singing voice at the ‘wrong’ moment of being crazy. To 
sing and dance should come as naturally as breathing; it still does in 
societies unburdened by western consumerism and modish stere-
otypes of cool behaviour. Anyone who sings for a living, for pleasure 
or for both will know how liberating the experience can be, even if 
the joys of performance have been paid for with years of hard work 
and setbacks. 

I would not be the first to suggest that joyful, communicative 
singing can all too easily be suppressed by the pursuit of technical 
excellence in singing. The idea is at least as old as the debate about 
words before music versus music before words. When it comes to 
training choirs, I’ve agonised over technical matters and obsessed 
about surface details. It was only when I came to work with a 
remarkable community choir, one limited in technique but always 
determined to deliver the maximum share of expression in perform-
ance, that I gained the chance to explore unfamiliar approaches to 
developing vocal expression.

Three years ago, I was invited to work with the Blackbird Leys 
Choir. The group began life as an initiative funded by Arts Council 
England and promoted by broadcasters Five as part of its FiveArts 
Cities project. Choir members were recruited from the Blackbird 
Leys estate in east Oxford, nationally infamous in the late 1980s as 
a place blighted by car crime and anti-social behaviour. The area has 
changed almost beyond recognition since, improved by regeneration 
schemes and some visionary leadership from within the local com-
munity. It would be fair to say, though, that Oxford’s great choral 
tradition had not made much of a mark on the Leys.

Five hatched the idea of The Singing Estate, recruited Ivor Setterfield 

to audition and raise a choir from scratch, and filmed the results for 
a six-part television series. Cameras followed the group’s creation and 
progress from choral novices to a date at the Royal Albert Hall. Like 
all reality telly, The Singing Estate made the most of tears and tantrums; 
the show spotlighted colourful characters, and presented Setterfield 
as a man engaged in messianic musical missionary work. The choir’s 
development, for all that, was both remarkable and moving. I came 
into the frame after the cameras departed, when the Oxford Phi-
lomusica took over responsibility for shaping the Blackbird Leys 
Choir’s future and asked me to become its music director. 

Teaching the group to sing new pieces essentially required patience, 
especially as few of its members could read music and had little expe-
rience of performing in parts. My job was made easier by the assist-
ance of excellent young Oxford-trained musicians, and by the 
incredible dedication and natural talents of the choir’s members. 
There was nothing miraculous or particularly inventive about the way 
we went about learning repertoire: hard graft, repetition and old-
fashioned choral discipline generally kept things moving. The most 
profound advances, I believe, flowed from the workshop sessions I 
led in partnership with Barbara Chabior. These succeeded because 
of the openness of choir members to explore games and strategies 
designed to nurture self-expression. Our Blackbird Leys volunteers 
showed few reservations: in fact, they readily improvised dances; 
created melodies from their hearts; took to clowning, complete with 
red noses, and revealed intimate emotions through song.

My role was largely one of raising energy levels at the beginning 
of each workshop. Barbara’s session leadership touched on areas of 
personal communication and individual confidence building that I 
would formerly have considered off limits for choral singers. I kept 
an open mind and was amazed by what we were able to achieve. 
‘There’s something special about allowing people to share the mel-
ody inside them with others,’ Barbara recalls. She cites an exercise 
in which pairs of Blackbird Leys singers took turns to present a 
favourite song in the most extravagant, extrovert fashion. Each then 
improvised a heartfelt ‘naked song’, almost whispering it into their 
partner’s ear. ‘Out of their initial showing off came an uninhibited, 
almost childlike expression of innocence. This innermost melody 
came from the core of their being. It’s there in all of us, but is so 

easily blocked by fear or expectations of being a “performer”. They 
threw off the formal costume that has been used by millions of 
people to cover their true song. That was the moment when they 
turned into angels, into transparent beings.’

Barbara’s analysis may sound disturbingly New Age. But it stands 
on years of practical work with people whose skills of verbal com-
munication have been limited by circumstance or illness. It also 
draws on personal experience of overcoming fears about the hon-
est expression of emotions. Studies in drama, dance, singing, mime 
and clowning helped her defeat physical and vocal tensions con-
nected with what she describes as the trauma of divorce. ‘It was 
as if my joints were like stone,’ she recalls. ‘I could not communi-
cate with my body and only dreamt about dancing. For the first 
year when I was studying dance, it was all about overcoming the 
fear of people watching my clumsiness. My colleagues always 
picked up the steps quicker than me – I felt disabled! But after two 
years, I realised these dance and theatre sessions had allowed me 
to lift the blocks that had been created by my life. Whatever you 
do in dance or with the voice reflects what’s happening in your life; 
if you can remove the blocks caused by experience, it can also 
inspire your life.’

Learning to communicate through movement and non-verbal uses 
of the voice, she adds, can help singers overcome barriers to expres-
sion and restricting preoccupations with technique. ‘The body has 
knowledge that can intuitively inform what we do, but very often we 
block it off from our thinking process,’ Barbara observes. Dancing 
allows you to follow what the body dictates. It’s like disappearing 
from your thoughts and accepting what the body wants you to do.’ 
She identifies a comparable disconnect between natural vocal 
expression and formal singing. 

By introducing clowning disciplines to the Blackbird Leys 
workshop volunteers, Barbara showed how the gap between 
‘correct’ singing and apparently erratic movements and sounds 
might be closed. ‘It’s the most powerful tool you can use, to show 
people that it’s all right to stay with “mistakes”. When I started 
to sing, I was completely fixed on being correct. But through 
clowning, I came to welcome myself into my singing.’ The proc-
ess, she adds, was liberating for the voice, so much so that it 

became unexpectedly free. ‘I went to a teacher to sort out this 
freedom. She said that I had gone too far, that I had gained too 
many levels of colour and intensities. It was not something she 
could tackle. I realised, though, that my experience had overpow-
ered the conditioning that comes with teaching, which says that 
singing is this but not that. I so enjoyed the pleasure of singing 
freely that I didn’t care. I had discovered this inner expression.

While working at a shelter for homeless single mothers in 
southern Poland during the 1990s, Barbara began to share knowl-
edge gained during her theatre studies with people in emotional 
crisis. The results were more immediate and effective than any-
thing she had formerly achieved with the same group as a desk-
bound senior social worker. ‘After work, I rested from my role 
in authority and became more attuned to the rhythms those 
women lived every day,’ she explains. ‘I remember asking one 
woman, who I knew had a fantastic temperament for this, to 
recite a poem I’d chosen for her by Adam Mickiewicz while she 
ran across some tables in the canteen! All her character came 
through the poem when she used her whole body. Her voice 
became confident and rich. Why? Because she connected with 
her innermost energy, that which was at the very core of her 
being. This came through her body. She had to think about run-
ning, not about being “right” or “wrong” in the way she recited 
this famous Polish verse.’

Singers, she adds, can discover new levels of expression by explor-
ing non-verbal communication. Songs improvised to nonsense syl-
lables certainly helped deepen the expressive range of participants 
in our Blackbird Leys workshop sessions. This experience subse-
quently filtered into the group’s approach to performance and also 
contributed to its developing confidence in tackling tough musical 
challenges, including a splendid work written for the choir by Orlan-
do Gough, singing in Italian and Church Slavonic, and learning pieces 
by Tavener, Britten and Stravinsky.

In applying a broad range of related strategies to our sessions 
with the Blackbird Leys Choir, Barbara reinforced the vocal confi-
dence of strong performers within the group. Her workshops also 
gave others, those who might easily have been lost even within a 
relatively small community choir’s ranks, the courage to claim sing-
ing as a natural form of personal expression. ‘I love the workshops 
and wish they would just go on for ever,’ one member declared to 
me in an e-mail message. ‘I find them very healing and love how it 
feels to discover parts of myself that I am beginning to like and 
appreciate.’ Another singer found her full voice, a rich and true 
alto, as we worked on reversing the legacy of individuals’ childhood 
memories of being told to shut up or button their singing lips. She 
went on to sing a solo from West Side Story in concert at the Shel-
donian Theatre with the Oxford Philomusica, with confidence and 
moving emotional honesty.

So many choral and vocal ensembles, including highly accom-
plished amateur choirs, battle to make progress by programming 
increasingly taxing compositions, working obsessively on balance 
and intonation, or focusing on narrow aspects of vocal technique. 
No one would deny that these can contribute towards a group’s 
musical development. I believe there are comparable, perhaps even 
greater overall gains to be made, however, by exploring fresh ideas 
on communication and expression in singing. Over the next few 
issues of The Singer, I’ll report on the best of these in detail and talk 
with leading practitioners. I want to discover how my Blackbird 
Leys experiences compare with those of other choir trainers, 
workshop leaders and singers. Above all, I hope to persuade scep-
tics that techniques of self-expression developed within the healing 
arts can be practically applied to singing.  
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